Orthodox Judaism, Spirituality and Mental Illness: A Psychiatric Perspective

Abstract
Orthodox Judaism represents a broad continuum of beliefs, spirituality, practices, and lifestyles with varying degrees of integration within contemporary society, culture, and values. Examples of its sub-communities include "Chassidic," "Modern-Chassidic," "Yeshivish," "Modern-Yeshivish," "Modern-Orthodox-Machmir," "Modern-Orthodox-Liberal," and "Sefardic." Orthodox Judaism presents unique opportunities that can be protective against the development of mental illness while also posing potential challenges that can exacerbate mental health conditions.
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Learning Objectives
1. Explain differences between segments of Orthodox Judaism
2. Describe three protective factors that Orthodox Judaism can confer for mental health
3. Identify two potential challenges that Orthodox Judaism can pose to mental health
4. Demonstrate a culturally sensitive approach to the Orthodox Jewish patient
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